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Abstract. We discuss shapes and shape fluctuations of semiflexible polymers or filaments, which
are polymers with an appreciable bending rigidity. The physical properties of semiflexible polymers
are governed by their persistence length. On length scales smaller than the persistence length thermal fluctuations can be neglected and polymer shapes are obtained by bending energy minimization.
On length scales larger than the persistence length, however, thermal shape fluctuations play an important role and cannot be neglected in general. After a general definition of the persistence length
based on the bending rigidity renormalization we will review some problems related to single semiflexible polymers where both variational problems of energy minimization and thermal fluctuations
play an important role. We will discuss the buckling instability of semiflexible polymers, their forceinduced desorption, and the shapes of adsorbed semiflexible polymers on structured substrates.
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INTRODUCTION
Many polymers in chemical and biological physics behave as flexible chains with segments that can freely rotate against each other. Such flexible polymers are governed by
an entropic tension, which tends to minimize the end-to-end distance in order to maximize the number of possible chain conformations. Typical examples of flexible polymers
are synthetic polymers with a carbon backbone, such as polyethylene, where the carboncarbon bonds along the backbone can easily rotate against each other. By now, there is
a rather complete theoretical description of flexible polymers [1, 2, 3], which includes
both statics and dynamics, effects from self-avoidance, and the cooperative behavior of
flexible polymers in solutions or gels.
Apart from flexible polymers, there is another important class of more rigid polymers,
which are governed by their bending energy rather than their entropic tension over a wide
range of length scales. The competition between thermal energy and the bending energy
of the polymer sets a characteristic length scale, the persistence length,

where K is the bending rigidity of the polymer and T the temperature (in the following
we will use energy units, i.e., the Boltzmann constant kg is contained in the symbol
T) and d the number of spatial dimensions of the embedding space. Physically relevant
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cases are polymers in three spatial dimensions (d = 3) and polymers, which are adsorbed
on a planar substrate and, thus, confined to two dimensions (d = 2). We will give a
detailed derivation of the persistence length (1) below. In short, the persistence length
can be characterized as the length scale above which tangent-tangent correlations decay
exponentially, see eq. (3) below.
On length scales much larger than Lp, any polymer behaves as a flexible chain with
a segment size of the order of Lp, i.e., the polymer decays into effectively independent
segments of size Lp. For large values of the persistence length, the polymer attains the
limit of a rigid rod, deformations of which are described by classical mechanics [4],
i.e., by minimization of the bending energy of the polymer. We will be interested in
semiflexible polymers, which can be defined as polymers with a persistence length that
is not infinite, but large enough that it becomes comparable to other important length
scales governing the polymer's behavior. For a single free polymer, for example, the
only other length scale which is relevant is its contour length, and we call the polymer
semiflexible if the persistence length becomes of the order of the contour length. In this
review, we will focus both on the regime where the persistence length is very large and
the effects of thermal fluctuations can be neglected, such that we are dealing with the
variational problem of minimizing the bending energy and on the semiflexible regime,
where thermal fluctuations start to become relevant.
In biological and chemical physics one finds many examples of semiflexible polymers
or "nanorods". Typically, these polymers are supramolecular assemblies with a relatively large diameter, which can vary between about one nanometer and tens of nanometers, i.e., they have a high molecular weight per monomer and are much "thicker" than
a flexible synthetic polymer with a carbon backbone. Such polymers are generically
semiflexible because their large diameter leads to stronger entropic or enthalpic interactions along their backbones, which increases the bending rigidity. Often these thick
supramolecular structures are the result of a rather complicated assembly process. Recent examples from chemical physics are provided by dendronized polymers [5], polyisocyanides (in particular, polyisocanidepeptides [6]), and many supramolecular polymers, such as polyelectrolyte complexes [7]. Another prominent example are carbon
nanotubes, which can be viewed as a two-dimensional graphene sheet rolled into a quasione-dimensional tubular structure hold together by many carbon bonds. Single-walled
carbon nanotubes have a diameter D :i; 1 — 2nm and a persistence length Lp :i; 1.5jUm
[8] (for d = 3). In biological physics an important example for a semiflexible polymer
is double-stranded DNA, the carrier of the genetic code, with a mechanical persistence
length of 50nm [9] (for d = 3). Other important examples are cytoskeletal filaments,
such as filamentous (F-) actin and microtubules, or other protein fibers such as sickle
hemoglobin (HbS) fibers. Cytoskeletal filaments, such as filamentous (F-) actin and microtubules, are supramolecular structures, which assemble spontaneously from globular
protein monomers [10, 11, 12]. F-actin assembles from globular (G-) actin monomers,
microtubules from tubulin monomers. These monomers bind by weak non-covalent
bonds, typically each monomer binds by several hydrogen bonds. Therefore, cytoskeletal filaments represent self-assembled rod-like structures, sometimes called association
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colloids, rather than macromolecules that are connected by covalent bonds. ^ The persistence lengths of cytoskeletal filaments range from 15jUm for F-actin [13, 14, 15] (with a
diameter of D :i; 7nm and md = 3) to the mm-range for microtubules [14] (which have a
diameter of D :i; 25nm) and is comparable to typical contour lengths of these polymers.
It is instructive to estimate the bending rigidity of large supramolecular filaments by
modeling them in a simphfied manner as an isotropic elastic rod made from an isotropic
elastic material with Young's modulus E. For such rods, elasticity theory [4] gives a
bending rigidity K = EI, where / is the moment of inertia of the rod's cross section
Scross, I = Js^g^s r^dS, which is given by the surface integral over the square of the
radius r. Therefore, / «= D'^, where D is the filament diameter, and the persistence length
Lp r^ EI/T oc £)4 strongly increases with the filament diameter, i.e., thick filaments
are much more rigid. For a filament diameter from 5 to 25nm and an elastic modulus
E r^ I GPa, persistence lengths Lp ^^ EI/T from 10 to 600 jUm are estimated. This simple
model thus explains why thick filaments, such as microtubules with a diameter of 25nm,
are much stiffer than slender filaments like F-actin with a diameter of 8nm. The elastic
description works well for cytoskeletal filaments because they assemble from relatively
large protein monomers; globular (G-) actin, for example, has a molecular weight of
43kD.
Large supramolecular assembhes often form helices to optimize enthalpic interactions, which then also increases the rigidity. Filamentous actin, for example, assembles
into a two-stranded hehcal structure. Another prominent example of a semiflexible helical polymer is DNA. The DNA helix forms as a result of the stacking interactions
between planar nucleotide base pairs, which in turn arise from the hydrophobicity of
the base pairs and electronic interactions. The helical structure allows base pairs to
move closer and expel water from the space between bases. Both in F-actin and DNA
the hehcal structure increases attractive interactions between monomers and increases
the bending rigidity. The bending rigidity of a polymer is also increased by repulsive
electrostatic interactions between unscreened charges along the polymer backbone [16].
The additional electrostatic contribution to the persistence length leads to a stiffening
of charged polymers at low salt concentrations. At physiological salt concentrations, the
Debye-Huckel screening length is IDH — Inm so that we can usually neglect electrostatic
interactions in modeling cytoskeletal filaments.
Typically, we are interested in fluctuations of semiflexible polymers on the scale of the
persistence length such that molecular details are not relevant and a continuous description is justified. Moreover, many semiflexible polymers of interest, like F-actin, microtubules, or DNA, are inextensible to a good approximation. Then they can be modeled
by the so-caUed worm-like chain (WLC) model introduced by Krafliy and Porod [17]
to interpret X-ray scattering experiments on solutions of "filamentous" polymers, e.g.,
cellulose. Their WLC model describes an inextensible continuous polymer governed by

It is interesting to note that, at the beginning of the 20th century, all polymers were viewed as association
colloids, whereas, nowadays, most scientists follow the terminology of Hermann Staudinger and use the
term "polymer" as a synonym for a chain-like macromolecide.
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its bending energy
JfwLc[t{s)]=

ds-{d,tf

Witht2(i) = l.

(2)

Jo
2
Here, L is the contour length of the polymer, which is parameterized by its arc length s,
and the polymer configuration is described by the unit tangent vectors t(i) so that (dA)^
is the square of the local curvature. In the corresponding partition sum of the worm-like
chain model we have to sum over all configurations of unit tangent vectors. The unit
length constraint makes the statistical physics of the worm-like chain model non-trivial
and equivalent to the one-dimensional non-linear <T-model. Tangent correlations decay
exponentially, and in d spatial dimensions one finds [17, 18, 19]

(t(.).t(/)) = exp(^-^^y

(3)

For L > Lp, the worm-like chain can then be described as an effective Gaussian chain
with A^ = L/Lp segments with Kuhn length b ^ Lp. Internal interaction potentials,
such as, e.g., the excluded volume interaction between different parts of the chain, are
neglected in the worm-like chain model. This approximation can be justified as long
as the bending rigidity is sufficiently large such that the persistence length Lp is of the
same order as the contour length L of the polymer. Then the bending energy is effectively
preventing intra-polymer contacts.
During the past decade single-molecule techniques, such as atomic force microscopy
(ATM) [20], optical [21] and magnetic tweezers [22], have become available which
allow to measure mechanical properties of individual molecules and polymers. These
techniques give a force resolution in the piconewton range and a spatial resolution in
the nanometer regime. Experiments on individual molecules allow to measure distribution functions of observables independent of the spatial averaging, which is always
present in usual bulk measurements. Other observables are not directly accessible in a
bulk measurement, for example, the extension of a single polymer chain can only be
deduced indirectly from scattering experiments in the bulk. Single-molecule techniques
are also most suited to study dynamical fluctuations of individual molecules in or out
of equilibrium. Apphed to polymers, these techniques permit quantitative experimental
studies of single polymer deformations and, thus, provide the basis for a quantitative
understanding of the mechanical properties of more complex polymer assemblies, such
as polymer solutions, gels, or the cytoskeleton of a living cell.
In this review we discuss a number of properties of single semiflexible polymers,
which are accessible to such single molecule experiments. The buckling instability of
a semiflexible polymer is one example. An elastic rod undergoes a buckling instabihty
if the compressional force F exceeds a certain threshold value. Such buckling instabihties also play a role in biological systems, whenever rigid filaments or semiflexible
polymers, such as cytoskeletal filaments or DNA, are under a compressive load. In a single molecule experiment it has been shown that polymerization forces are sufficient to
buckle microtubules of micrometer length [23], and the shape of buckled microtubules
growing against a hard obstacle has been analyzed to measure microtubule polymerization forces, which were found to lie in the piconewton range.
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Novel types of single molecule manipulation experiments become possible with adsorbed semiflexible polymers because both visuahzation and manipulation are easier for
adsorbed polymers [24,25]. In this review we will discuss two single polymer manipulation experiments for adsorbed semiflexible polymers, the force-induced desorption and
the forced sliding over an adhesive substrate. Force-induced desorption has been realized
experimentally by attaching single polymers to AFM tips, which allows to measure the
force exerted by the polymer as a function of the distance from the adsorbing substrate
[26]. The force-induced desorption is similar to another type of single molecule manipulation experiment, the unzipping of two semiflexible polymers. Unzipping of polymers
has first been studied for the unzipping of the two rather flexible strands of DNA [27] but
has recently also been realized for much stiffer protein fibers [28]. Single polymers or
other molecules on surfaces can be imaged using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
[29] on metal or semiconductor surfaces or atomic force microscopy (AFM) [20]. These
techniques do not only permit imaging on the surface but the microscopy tips can also
be used to manipulate and position individual molecules [30] or individual semiflexible polymers such as DNA [31] on the substrate. In addition, the adsorbing substrate
can be modified chemically or hthographicaUy to present a patterned surface structure
to the adsorbing polymer, which typically leads to contrasts in adsorption strength. The
spatial extension of these regular structures ranges from the micrometer scale down to
nanometers. The interaction with a structured substrate surface can be exploited for the
immobilization and controlled manipulation of semiflexible polymers which is an important requirement for applications in bionanotechnology.
In comparison to flexible polymers, semiflexible polymers exhibit a more diverse
and versatile behavior. First, they exhibit a variety of interesting shapes as obtained
from the first variation of the bending energy. From the viewpoint of statistical physics,
these shapes represent the states of the polymers at zero temperature. Furthermore, at
nonzero temperature, these polymers undergo thermally excited shape fluctuations that
"renormalize" their properties and can induce transitions between these different shapes.
All shapes of minimal bending energy - the shapes of buckled filaments, the shapes of
semiflexible polymer rings adhered to a striped substrate, or the shape of a desorbing
polymer - are built from segments of Euler Elastica. These non-trivial minimal energy
shapes are subject to thermal fluctuations which can modify the results strongly if the
persistence length of the semiflexible polymer becomes comparable to other relevant
length scales of the problem.
This article is organized as follows. In the foUowing section "Persistence Length" we
introduce a generalized definition of the persistence length based on a renormalization
group analysis. In the section "Buckling of Semiflexible Polymers", we consider the
buckling instability, in particular the effects of thermal fluctuations on the classical mechanical buckling problem. Then we consider problems related to adsorbed semiflexible
polymers. In the section "Adsorption and Desorption", we study force-induced desorption both at zero temperature and taking into account the combined effects of force and
temperature. In the section "Semiflexible Polymers on Structured Substrates", we investigate morphologies of adsorbed semiflexible polymers, in particular semiflexible rings,
on substrates containing stripe surface structures before we end with conclusions and an
outlook.
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FIGURE 1. Schematic view of a thermally fluctuating semiflexible polymer on different length scales
I. On very short length scales £ ^ Lp the thermal energy is not sufficient to introduce a bend in the
contour of the semiflexible polymer (left), whereas on large scales ^ » Lp the conformational entropy
dominates, so that the orientational order is completely destroyed (right). The intermediate regime £ -^ Lp
is characterized by a subtle competition between thermal fluctuations and the stiffness of the semiflexible
polymer (middle).

PERSISTENCE LENGTH
Thermal fluctuations of one-dimensional semiflexible polymers or filaments are governed by their bending energy and can be characterized using the concept of a persistence length Lp, which is illustrated in Fig. 1. In the absence of thermal fluctuations at
zero temperature, semiflexible polymers are straight because of their bending rigidity.
Sufficiently large and thermally fluctuating membranes or semiflexible polymers lose
their planar or straight conformation. Only subsystems of size ^ <C Lp appear rigid and
maintain an average planar or straight conformation with a preferred normal or tangent
direction, respectively. Membrane patches or polymer segments of sizes ^ > Lp, on the
other hand, appear flexible. In the "semiflexible" regime l^Lp the statistical mechanics
is governed by the competition of the thermal energy T and the bending rigidity K.
The persistence length Lp of semiflexible polymers is usually defined by the characteristic length scale for the exponential decay of the two-point correlation function
between unit tangent vectors t along the polymer, see eq. (3). The exponential decay of
the tangent correlations can also be interpreted as the result of a softening of a semiflexible polymer on large length scales, which is caused by a coupling between bending
modes of different wave lengths. This effect can be quantified using renormalization
group (RG) methods. Here, we want to present our results for the persistence length
from this more general approach, which employs an exact real-space RG scheme for
the bending rigidity of a semiflexible polymer to define the persistence length as the
characteristic decay length of the renormalized bending rigidity [32].
This problem is not only of interest in the context of one-dimensional semiflexible
polymers or filaments. Fluid membranes are objects with two internal dimensions and
are also governed by their bending rigidity. For fluid membranes, the quantity which is
analogous to the tangent correlations function (3) is the correlation function of normal
vectors. An approximate result has been given in Ref. [33], but a rigorous treatment is
missing because of the more involved differential geometry. Surfaces cannot be fully
determined by specifying an arbitrary set of normal vectors, but have to fulfill additional
compatibihty conditions in terms of the metric and curvature tensors, the equations of
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Gauss, Mainardi and Codazzi, which ensure their continuity. Implementations of these
constraints lead to a considerably more comphcated field theory than (2) describing a
two-dimensional fluid membrane in terms of its normal and tangent vector fields [34].
For two-dimensional fluid membranes, an alternative definition of the persistence
length Lp has been given, which is linked to the effect of bending rigidity renormalization. The mode coupling between thermal shape fluctuations of different wave lengths
modifies the large scale bending behavior, which can be described by an effective or
renormalized bending rigidity K. The renormalized K has been calculated using different perturbative renormalization group (RG) approaches [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40]. The
results are still controversial: Several authors [35, 36, 37, 38] find a thermal softening
of the membrane with increasing length scales, but differing prefactors, whereas Pinnow and Helfrich [40] obtained the opposite result. Furthermore, different definitions
of the persistence length are considered in these approaches: In Refs. [36, 37, 38], Lp
is identified with the length scale, where the renormahzed bending rigidity K vanishes,
while Helfrich and Pinnow defined Lp via the averaged absorbed area [35,40]. Whereas
the correct bending rigidity renormalization of two-dimensional fluid membranes is still
a matter of controversy, we want to present a real-space RG scheme for the bending
rigidity renormalization for the one-dimensional case of a semiflexible polymer or a
one-dimensional fluid membrane, which allows us to define the persistence length as the
characteristic decay length of the renormalized bending rigidity.
In principle, a perturbative result for the effective K can be deduced from the RG
analysis of the one-dimensional nonlinear <T-model, which is equivalent to the WLC
Hamiltonian (2). After a Wilson-type momentum-shell RG analysis, one obtains a renormalized reduced effective rigidity K = K{i), which depends on the length scale i up to
which fluctuations have been integrated in the partition sum. The persistence length can
be defined by the condition K{Lp) = 0 leading io Lp-2^ n^ K/[d —2)T. For the case of the
polymer in the plane {d = 2), the Hamiltonian simplifies to a free or Gaussian field theory such that K is unrenormalized to all orders and, thus, the resulting Lp would become
infinitely large.
A similar perturbative momentum-shell RG procedure is possible in the so-called
Monge parametrization of a weakly bent semiflexible polymer, analogous to the RG
analysis for two-dimensional membranes [36]. Then the polymer is parametrized by
its projected length x with 0 < x < L^, where L^ is the fixed projected length of the
semiflexible polymer, while its contour length becomes a fluctuating quantity. The
renormahzed K = K{1^) becomes a function of the projected length scale 4 - Using the
analogous criterion K:(Lp) = 0 we obtain Lp -2^ In^K/i^d —\)T within this approach.
A comparison of the RG results from the non-linear <T-model and the one obtained in
the Monge parametrization with eq. (3) for the tangent correlations shows that the RG
results for the persistence length Lp are incompatible with each other and with the result
(1) based on the tangent correlation function (3). In order to resolve these discrepancies
we use a discrete description for semiflexible polymers, which is equivalent to the
one-dimensional classical Heisenberg model. This model has the advantage that the
jc-renormalization as well as the tangent correlation function are exactly computable
in arbitrary dimensions d. Consequently a direct comparison of the persistence length
determined via Jc-renormalization and via the tangent correlation function is possible.
A discretization of the WLC Hamiltonian (2) should preserve its local inextensibility.
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In addition, we want to use a discretized Hamiltonian, which is locally invariant with
respect to full rotations of single tangents t, - in addition to the global rotational
symmetry of the polymer as a whole. A suitable discrete model is an inextensible
semiflexible chain model as given by [41]
^{ti} = / ^ ( l - t r t i _ i ) ,

witht2 = l,

(4)

with M bonds or chain segments of fixed length bo. In the following we denote the
"bare" parameters before renormalization by KQ and bo- The semiflexible chain model is
equivalent to the one-dimensional classical Heisenberg model (except for the first term,
which represents a constant energy term) describing a one-dimensional chain of classical
spins.
The partition sum reads

ZM = I n y dtj 1 exp[-^{t,}/r]=I n y ^t,-) n^M-i,

(5)

where we have introduced the transfer matrix
7],i_i=exp[-2^0(1-trti_i)], withKo = Ko/boT.

(6)

We can parametrize the scalar product of unit tangent vectors using the azimuthal angle
difference A0, ,_i as U • ti_i = cos(A0, ,_i). Then the transfer matrix can be expanded as
oo

Ti,i-i=

^

Ai°)e™^^M-i, xi'\Ko)

= e-^°UKo)

(7)

m=—oo

in two dimensions and
7],i_i = ^ ( 2 / + l)A/°)p,(cosA0i,i_i), A/°)(2ro) = W;^e-^°//+i/2(i^o)
2Ko
1=0

(8)

in three dimensions, where 4(x) denotes the modified Bessel function of the first kind
and P/(x) the Legendre polynomials [42]. In the following, the sums Lm=-oo for rf = 2
and L/lo(2^ + 1) for (i = 3 are abbreviated
hyjji.
For simplicity, we restricted our analysis to d = 2 and d = 3 spatial dimensions, but
our results can easily be generalized to arbitrary dimensions d: The transfer matrix is
then expanded in Gegenbauer polynomials and the eigenvalues A; are proportional to
modified Bessel functions //+d/2-i (^o)The real-space functional RG analysis for the semiflexible chain (4) proceeds in close
analogy to the one-dimensional Heisenberg model [43] and similarly to the Ising-like
case where the tj's are confined to discrete values [44]. Similar real-space functional RG
methods have also been used to study wetting transitions or the unbinding transitions of
strings [45,46]. In each RG step, every second tangent degree of freedom is eliminated.
We introduce a general transfer matrix
7],i_i = exp[/i(trti_i,2r)],

(9)
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where h = h{u,K) defines an arbitrary interaction function depending on the scalar
product of adjacent tangents M = t, • ti_i and the parameter K. We start the RG procedure
with an initial value K = KQ and an initial interaction function h{u,K) = —K{1 — u),
see eq. (6). Also for an arbitrary interaction function h{u,K) we can expand the transfer
matrix in the same sets of functions as in (7) and (8), which defines eigenvalues A™ =
Am [K) in two dimensions and A/ = A/ [K) in three dimensions. Initially, these eigenvalues
are given by Xm{K) = llk\K) and K{K) = A / ° V ) ' see (7), (8).
Integration over one intermediate tangent t' between t and t" defines a recursion
formula resulting in a new interaction function h' = h'{u,K) and an energy shift g' by
exp[/j'(t • t!',K)+g'{K)\

= / dt! exp[/j(t • t!,K)+h{t! • t",K)

(10)

where the energy shift g' is determined by the condition that h'{l,K) =h{l,K) =0, i.e.,
the energy is shifted in such a way that the interaction term is zero for a straight polymer.
This leads to
exp[g'{K)]= fdtexp[2h{t-t',K)].
(11)
The recursions (10) and (11) are exact and can be used to obtain an exact RG relation
for the eigenvalues A. after A^ RG recursions.
'(d)

•(d)

I (N+l)

AN)

(Nj

K

(0)

^

(0)

(12)

In general, the new and old interactions h'{u,K) and h{u,K) will differ in their
functional structure. Thus the renormahzation of the parameter K cannot be carried out
in an exact and simple manner as for one-dimensional Ising-like models with discrete
spin orientation [44]. The only fixed point function of the recursion (10) is independent
of M, i.e., h*{u,K) = 0 because of h*{l,K) = 0. This result, together with the condition
h'{l,K) =0, which is imposed at every RG step, suggests that the function h'{u,K) can
be approximated by a linear function
h!{u,K)c:±-K'{K){l-u)

foxu = i-t!' c:± 1,

(13)

as long as the scalar product M = t • t" is close to one, i.e., sufficiently close to the straight
configuration. This approximation should improve when the whole function h'{u,K)
becomes small upon approaching the fixed point h*{u,K) = 0 after many iterations, i.e.,
on large length scales. Using the approximation (13), K\K) is defined by the slope of
h'{u,K) at M = 1,
K'{K)-.

dh'{u,K)
= - - e x p \h'(u,K)]
«=i du
du

with u = t-t"

(14)

u=l

Equivalently, one could expand the explicit expression for h'{x,K) given by (10) and the
right hand side of (13) for small tangent angles and compare the coefficients. In order to
extract the renormalized bending rigidity K' from the result for K', one has to take into
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K(^)/K,
0.5

FIGURE 2. Renormalized bending rigidity K{£)/KO as a function of the length scale £/bo = 2^ for
small-scale bending rigidity KQ = lOOOhgT (Kg = 1000) in spatial dimension d = 2 (o) and d = 3 (*)
according to the recursion relation (16). The lines show the asymptotic behavior for £ » Ko/T and
£ <S Ko/T according to eqs. (17) and (19), respectively. Note that, in two dimensions, the renormalized
bending rigidity remains essentially unchanged up to £/bo — Ko/boT, see eq. (19).

account that K' also contains the new bond length b'
of 2 at each decimation step. Therefore,

2b, which increases by a factor

K'{K) = 2bTK'{K).

(15)

Using this procedure we can calculate the renormahzed bending rigidity Kjv after A^ RG
recursions in two and three spatial dimensions starting from the exact RG recursions
(12) for the eigenvalues. Inserting the renormalized eigenvalues into (7) or (8), taking
the derivative according to (14) and applying the rescaling (15) finally yields the result

i : Ar(i^o)

Ad)

{d)

I W°\^o)

2'

(16)

withA„ =n2 andAi^^ 5M(M +1). In the following we will interpret Kjv as a continuous
function K{1) of the length scale I by replacing the rescaling factor 2^ = %/foo by the
continuous parameter I/bo.
The sums in the expressions for the effective bending rigidity (16) can be computed
numerically. Fig. 2 displays the results for K:(^)/Kb as a function of I/bo for Ko = 1000
and in two and three spatial dimensions. The value Ko = 1000 is appropriate for a
semiflexible polymer with Ko/T = lOjUm and a bond length bo = lOnm, which is
close to experimental values for F-actin [14, 15]. For DNA, appropriate values are
Ko/T :i; 50nm and bo :^ 0.3nm and, thus, Ko :i; 150.
As long as i is small, K decays almost linearly ind = 3, which is also in qualitative
agreement with the result from the RG of the nonlinear <T-model. For rf = 2 the decay is
much slower at small length scales, but, in contrast to the non-linear <T-model where K is
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not renormalized. This qualitative difference is due to the following important difference
between the Heisenberg and the nonlinear <T-model: Parametrizing the WLC model
(2) via tangent angles leaves only quadratic terms «= (Aft^i_i)^, whereas the discrete
semiflexible chain (4) gives terms oc 1 — cos(A0, ,_i), which represent the full expansion
of the cosine and obey the local invariance under full rotations.
As i increases K{i) approaches zero only asymptotically. Therefore, the definition of
the persistence length as length scale where the renormahzed K vanishes, K{Lp) = 0 which is usually used for fluid membranes - would always give an infinite result. We
propose not to ask at which length scale the renormahzed K reaches zero, but rather
how it reaches zero. For i > boKo = KQ/T the sums in (16) converge fast and one
has to include only the first few terms for accurate results. In fact, one can replace the
Bessel functions contained in the eigenvalues A^ , see (7) and (8), by their asymptotic
form 4(x) « {x/2n)-^/^exp[x(fe^ - l/4)(2x)-i] for large x [42]. This is justified for
sufficiently large KQ > 100, which is fulfilled by semiflexible polymers like F-actin (KQ :i;
1000) or DNA (KQ :i; 150). Using this asymptotic we find (Ai°Vo))^''''° '^ e-'"'^/2fcoifo
for rf = 2 and {X^ {KQ) Y^'"' - e-'('+i)^/2fcoifo for rf = 3. Moreover, we may expand (16)
as a power series in g^^^/'^o and obtain
K{i)/Ko « {iT/Ko) (le-"!^"^
K{1)IKQ

- Ae-"!"^ + ^e-^"!^"^ - ...) for rf = 2,

« {IT/KQ) hg-^^/'* -Qg-^^^/"* +42e-3ff/'^o _

\ for rf = 3 .

The characteristic length scales in the expansions are 2KQ/T in d = 2 and KQ/T in
d = 3, which are, therefore, a natural definition for the persistence length Lp. For general
dimensionality d, the exponent of the first term is determined by the order of the Bessel
function appearing in the eigenvalue. Thus the RG calculation leads to a persistence
length

which agrees exactly with the result (3) based on the tangent correlation function.
Our definition based on the large-scale asymptotics of the exact RG flow is qualitatively different from the definition used in perturbative RG calculations. While the result
from the nonlinear <T-model is only valid for small length scales i <C KQ/T, where K{i)
is close to Kb, the expansions (17) describe the region i > Ko/T. Indeed, taking the
expansion of (16) for i <C KQ/T, that is
K{i)/Ko « 1 - (87r2Kb/^r)e-2^''*/^^ + ^(&-4;r2KB/ff)

f^^ ^ ^ 2,

K{£)/iq) « 1 - [IT/eKo) -

for rf = 3,

ff{fT^lK^)

(19)

and defining Lp by the exponential decay length in two dimensions, respectively, by
the linear term in three dimensions leads to a persistence length, which is considerably
bigger than the value (18) found above. The slow exponential decay in the expansion
(19) ior d = 2 is reminiscent of the non-renormalization of K in the non-linear <T-model
and leads to a "plateau" in the numerical result for K{i)/Ko for i <C KQ/T in Fig. 2.
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In conclusion we have presented a definition of the persistence length Lp of a semiflexible polymer based on the large scale behavior of the RG flow of the bending rigidity K, as obtained from a functional real-space RG calculation. Our result (18) for Lp
generahzes the conventional definition based on the exponential decay of a particular
two-point tangent correlation function and gives identical results for Lp, thus justifying
past experimental and theoretical work based on this conventional definition. The RG
flows (16) or (17) allow us to follow the behavior of a semiflexible polymer from a stiff
polymer on short length scales to an effectively flexible polymer on large length scales
quantitatively as a function of the length scale. On large length scales, our functional RG
gives qualitatively different results from perturbative RG techniques, which have been
used for the closely related problem of fluid membranes [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40] and
which we also applied to the one-dimensional semiflexible polymer. The generalization
of our renormalization approach to two-dimensional fluid membranes is complicated by
the more involved differential geometry of these two-dimensional objects and remains
an open issue for future investigation.

BUCKLING OF SEMIFLEXIBLE POLYMERS
Buckling of elastic rods is a ubiquitous mechanical problem, which is relevant in elasticity theory and mechanical engineering [4]. An elastic rod undergoes a buckling instabihty if the compressional force F exceeds a certain threshold value, the critical force
Fc, for constant rod length or if the rod length L exceeds a certain critical length L^ for
constant force. Such buckling instabilities also play a role in biological systems, whenever rigid filaments or semiflexible polymers, such as cytoskeletal filaments or DNA,
are under a compressive load. In a living cell compressive loads can be generated by
the polymerization of filaments or by molecular motors, both of which are driven by
the hydrolysis of adenine triphosphate (ATP) [12]. Both processes can generate forces
in the piconewton range. On the other hand, biological filaments also show pronounced
thermal shape fluctuations, which should influence their buckling behavior.
It has been shown experimentally that polymerization forces are sufficient to buckle
microtubules of micrometer length [23]. In Ref. [23], the shape of buckled microtubules
growing against a hard obstacle has been analyzed to measure microtubule polymerization forces, which were found to he in the piconewton range. Forces in the piconewton
range can also be generated by motor proteins, and it has also been demonstrated experimentally that molecular motors can buckle microtubules of micrometer length [48]. Experiments on microtubules growing inside lipid vesicles demonstrate that microtubules
also buckle under the compressive forces exerted by a lipid bilayer under tension [49].
All these experiments show that smaU forces in the piconewton range are sufficient to
buckle cytoskeletal filaments. Such smaU buckling forces suggest that additional thermal
forces, which also generate piconewton forces on a nanometer scale, could modify the
buckling instability considerably. In this section we review our results on the influence
of thermal fluctuations on the classical buckling instability in two spatial dimensions
[47], which can be realized experimentally in confined geometries, i.e., for filaments
adsorbed or confined to a planar substrate. We use a systematic expansion in the ratio
L/Lp of contour length to persistence length, and integrate out small scale fluctuations to
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d) /F/>F^

t(s2^^<i^(s)

/F/<Fc

b) /F/>Fc
/F/<Fc
FIGURE 3. Thermally fluctuating filament under a compressive force F for (a) free and (b) clamped
boundary conditions at both ends. If the absolute value |F| of the force exceeds the critical value /v, the
filament buckles; for |F| < /v it remains unbuckled. The filament has contour length L, unit tangent vector
t{s), and tangent angle <j) (s) at arc length s. The parameter iii is the projected length in the force direction.

obtain an effective theory governing the buckling instabihty in the presence of thermal
fluctuations. This leads to a shift of the buckling force in the presence of thermal
fluctuations, and we find that the buckling force increases in two dimensions. We also
calculate the mean projected length as a function of the applied force (at fixed contour
length) and as a function of the contour length (at fixed applied force) in the presence of
thermal fluctuations, and our results show that thermal fluctuations lead to a stretching
of buckled filaments, whereas they compress unbuckled filaments.
To describe a semiflexible polymer under a compressive force in two spatial dimensions we use the worm-like chain Hamiltonian (2) and fulfill the constraint \t{s)\ = 1
explicitly by using a parametrization in terms of the tangent angle (j>{s), i.e., t{s) =
{cos(j>{s),sin(j){s)). The Hamiltonian also contains an additional energy contribution
from the compressive force and becomes
^

=

ds

}{d,(pf+Fcos(p{s)

(20)

where F = |F| is the absolute value of the compressive force. We consider the buckling
instabihty of the straight state (j>{s) = 0 and the compressive force is acting in the
direction (j) = 7t. An important quantity, which can serve as an order parameter for the
buckling instabihty, is the projected length Ln, which is given by
ds cos (j>{s)

(21)
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Buckling at zero temperature
The classical buckling instability is obtained by minimizing the total energy (20) with
respect to the angle configuration (j){s). This minimization leads to the beam equation
Kdf (j>+F sin (j){s) = 0

(22)

which has to be solved for appropriate boundary conditions. Boundary conditions at
each end of the rod can be classified as free or clamped, where "free" means that the
tangent at the end point can freely adapt to the compressional force and "clamped"
means that it is constrained to a certain direction, which is usually parallel to the apphed
force. In the following, we will focus on boundary conditions with two clamped or
two free ends. In two dimensions, as considered here, we use either clamped boundary
conditions ^(0) = (j>{L) =0 with both tangent vectors (anti-)parallel to the apphed force
or free boundary conditions, which correspond to ds(j>{0) = ^^^(0) = 0, i.e., a vanishing
curvature and thus a vanishing torque at the filament ends.
Solving the beam equation (22) one finds that a non-zero buckled solution exists at
zero temperature above a critical buckling force F^ o, which is given by
Fcfl = n^K/L^

(23)

both for free and clamped ends and fixed contour length L. Alternatively, if the filament
polymerizes against a fixed compressive load F, it will buckle above a critical contour
length
Lcfi = 7t{K/F)^^^
(24)
at zero temperature.
Energy minimization gives the contour length L as well as the projected length L|| as
a function of the maximal buckling angle (j>*, which is attained at i = 0 or i = L for two
free ends and for s = L/2 for two clamped ends,

ic,0

y -^c.o
L||

^^^ >
^i(O) '
^i(r)-^2(<i>*)

A{0)

Left

(25)
^ ^
(26)

with the two integrals
ry
Jo

1
Y/2(COSX--

cosy)

and J^2{y)= / dx
^0
•\/2(cosx —cosy)

(27)

As y goes to zero, the first integral has the finite limit .J^i (0) = 7r/2 whereas ^2(0) = 0.
Relations (25) and (26) can also be used as imphcit equations to determine the buckling
angle (j>* for given contour length L or projected length L||, respectively.
Using the Eqs. (25) and (26), one can obtain parametric representations of the reduced
projected length L\\/L or L\\/Lcfi as a function of the reduced force or the reduced
contour length
F = F/F,fl and L = L/L,fl,
(28)
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FIGURE 4. Reduced and shifter projected length 1 — Lu jL as a function of the reduced force F/Fcfi
with the critical buckling force /v,o as given by (23). For F < F^fl, the filament is straight with La = L
and 1 — L||/L = 0. The buckled solution appears for F > Fcfl. The solid curve is obtained numerically
from relations (25) and (26) by a parametric plot using the buckling angle (^* as the curve parameter.
The dashed line is the linear approximation (29). For F/Fcfl > 2.183, the projected length Lu becomes
negative.

L/Lc,0
FIGURE 5. Reduced and shifted projected length Lu/Lcfl as a function of the reduced contour length
L/Lcfl with the critical contour length Lcfl as given by (24). For L < Lcfl, the filament is straight with
LII = L which corresponds to the left part of the diagram with L/Lcfl < 1. The buckled solution appears for
L > Lcfl. The solid curve is obtained numerically by a parametric plot using the buckling angle ^* as the
curve parameter in eqs. (25) and (26). The dashed line is the linear approximation (29). For LjL^fl > 1.478,
the projected length L\\ becomes negative.

in the buckled state with F > Fcfi or L > Lcfl, see Figs. 4 and 5, where we use the
buckhng angle ^* as a curve parameter. Close to the buckling instabihty we find the
asymptotic behavior
1-L||/L
i-L\\/Lcfl

2{F-

1) for small F - 1 > 0 ,
3{L- I) for small L- 1 > 0 .
(29)
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For L < Left, on the other hand, the filanient is unbuckled which implies that the
projected length L|| is identical with the contour length L and
l-L||/Lc,o = l - i for L - 1 < 0 .

(30)

Combining the two results for L > Lcfi and L < Lcfi, we see that the relation between
projected and contour length exhibits a cusp at the buckling point with L = Left [50], as
shown in Fig. 5. The cusp could be used to detect the buckling threshold in experiments
on growing filaments under a fixed compressive load, which could be generated, for
example, by optical traps. The parametric representations shown in Figs. 4 and 5 and
thus the asymptotic behavior (29) just above the buckling threshold are valid both for
two free and two clamped ends.

Buckling in the presence of thermal fluctuations
In order to consider the effects of thermal fluctuations on the buckling instability,
several approaches are possible. We can expand around the "classical" configuration
obtained in the previous section and integrate out fluctuations up to quadratic (or higher)
order. This approach, however, does not allow us to calculate a fluctuation-induced
shift of the threshold force for buckling. Therefore we employ a renormalization-like
procedure where we integrate out short wavelength fluctuations in order to obtain an
effective theory governing the long wavelength buckling instability. We focus on the
regime close to the buckling instabihty where we can expand the Hamiltonian (20) in
tangent angles up to quartic order, and obtain

Jf=fds

Jo

'^id,<l,f+F(l-^-<l,'{s)

+ ^<l>\s)

(31)

For free and clamped boundary conditions, Fourier expansion of (j> (s) leads to
N

(j>{s) =

^ ^„COS(wTTi/L) (free),

(32)

n=l
N

(j>{s) =

^ ^„sin(wTTi/L) (clamped),

(33)

n=l

respectively, with Fourier coefficients ^„. The maximal wave number A^ is given by the
number of degrees of freedom, A^ = L/a, where a is a microscopic cutoff, which is set by
the monomer size or the filament diameter. The « = 0 mode is absent for free boundary
conditions because we apply the additional constraint z{L) — z(0) = JQ ds sin (p{s) = 0
that the end points have the same height coordinate (perpendicular to the force direction).
This constraint is automatically fulfilled by the zero temperature solution but has to be
imposed separately in the presence of thermal fluctuations. The condition ^o = 0 satisfies
this constraint up to terms of order <
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In order to investigate the effect of the anharmonic quartic terms, we write the
Hamiltonian (31) as
^ = ^ +^ ,
(34)
where ^ contains all terms up to quadratic order and ^ the remaining terms up
to quartic order. Using the Fourier expansions (32) or (33), the quadratic part can be
rewritten as
Jf2m = FL+l^^{n^-F)f,.

(35)

This representation in Fourier modes shows that buckling is an instabihty of the « = 1
mode for F > 1, which attains a non-zero equilibrium value in this regime at zero
temperature. Higher modes « > 1 remain stable up to higher order buckling forces, i.e.,
for F < M^. In the following we focus on the regime F <C 4, where only the « = 1 mode
can become unstable and large. Expectation values for higher modes n,m>2,
2T
I
{Mm) = 5nm-fr-r^—f^,
FcfiLn^-F
as calculated with the Hamiltonian (35) are of the order of
'
FcflL

(36)

' '
Tfi Lp

(37)

The dimensionless parameter t is a reduced temperature, which is small for semiflexible
filaments with L < Lp. Expectation values {^l) ^ t oi higher modes are thus small
as well. The parameter t will be used in the following as an expansion parameter
for the systematic treatment of fluctuations. This parameter is small in the limit of
smaU temperature, large bending rigidity, or small contour length. A typical value for
a microtubule of contour length L = lOjUm and Lp = 1mm is t :i; 10^^, whereas an
actin filament of contour length L = lOjUm and Lp = 15jUm has a much larger value
?-6.7x10-2.
This motivates our treatment of the quartic Hamiltonian ^ . Becausefluctuationsof
higher Fourier modes n>2 will remain smaU at the buckling transition, we neglect
terms of cubic and quartic order in the Fourier modes n>2. The corresponding terms
for the unstable « = 1 mode have to be retained, and we obtain

^ 4 { « / r = —^t ± ^ ^ ' ^ 3 + Y^—{^Un±^lMn+2)

•

(38)

The upper and lower signs in Eq. (38) are for free and clamped boundary conditions,
respectively.
We first trace over all higher order modes « > 2 in order to obtain an effective
Hamiltonian for the single mode « = 1, which is the relevant mode for the buckling
instabihty.
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The Hamiltonian ^ + ^ , as given by Eqs. (35) and (38), is quadratic in the higher
order modes and the Gaussian integrals in Eq. (39) can be performed to obtain
^eff{^i}/r

=

F/t + af.+p^t

(40)

with

« -

\ { ^

+ \KP)),

hiF) - I ; ^ .
n>2"

1 F

(41)

(42)

^

647

(43)

to leading order in the small parameter t. We point out that up to this order there is
no difference between clamped and free boundary conditions. Therefore, our results
regarding the critical force and the mean projected length will be identical for both
types of boundary conditions also in the presence of thermal fluctuations. The function
h{F) can be approximated hy h{F) :^ v ^ a r c c o t h ( 2 / v ^ j by converting the sum into
an integral. Close to the buckling threshold around F = 1 we can also find an exact
expression for the Taylor expansion/j(F) « 3 / 4 + ( l —F)(7r^/12+ 1/16).For? <C 1 we
can therefore use

a^Uh^]
4 V8

(44)

to a good approximation.
The resulting effective theory (40) for the single mode ^i is a fourth order GinzburgLandau-type theory. The buckling instability occurs if the coefficient a(F) of the
quadratic term changes sign. This determines the critical force Fc in the presence of
thermal fluctuations,
Fc = Fcfl ( l + ^/j(Fc)) « Fcfl (l + j]

(45)

where the last approximation is to leading order in the reduced temperature t such that
h{Fc) « /j(l) = 3/4. Using the relation F = V-, we obtain the corresponding result for
the critical contour length L^ in the presence of thermal fluctuations,
Lc=V^«l + ^
(46)
16
to leading order in ?. It is remarkable that, in two dimensions as considered here, the
critical buckling force increases because of fluctuation effects as described by eq. (45).
In the special case of two dimensions, the short wavelength fluctuations always weaken
the effect of the apphed force on a larger scale because the fourth order contribution
to the force term in the Hamiltonian (31) has a sign opposite to the leading quadratic
contribution. On the other hand, it is well known that short wavelength fluctuations do
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not affect the bending rigidity on a larger scale in two dimensions because there is no
bending rigidity renormalization in two dimensions for the continuous worm-like chain
model (20) according to the results of the previous section. The combination of these
two effects leads to the increase of the critical buckling force in the presence of thermal
fluctuations.
For arbitrary spatial dimensions d, a more general argument based on the RG flow
of the nonlinear a model is given in Ref. [47] and suggests that thermal fluctuations
increase the buckling force for dimensions d <3, whereas they decrease the buckling
force for dimensions d>3.
The partition sum Z is obtained by performing the one-dimensional integral over the
remaining Fourier amplitude mode ^i,
oo

/

rf^ie-'^=ff{'^i}/^.

(47)

-oo

From the force dependence of the partition sum the mean value of the projected filanient
length L|| from eq. (21) can be determined from the relation
m) = -TdFlnZ{F).

(48)

Performing this calculation we finally obtain

with
a
^1/2

;l/2^1/2

[Pc-F),

(50)

where

•^i{y)

.^{y)

4 1^

Ki/4(yV8) j

l3/4(//8)+I-3/4(//8)^
Ii/4(//8)+I-i/4(3'V8)

fory > 0 ,
(51)
for y < 0

is a monotonously increasing, negative function. The solid curves in Fig. 6a show the
result (49) for 1 — (L||) /L as a function of the reduced force F for different values of the
parameter t.
Further analysis of the result (49) in the vicinity of the buckling threshold reveals
an interesting behavior: Thermal fluctuations as described by the small parameter t
decrease the mean projected length (L||) below its zero temperature value L\\ = L for
F < Fc whereas they increase the mean projected length above the zero temperature
value L|| = LF^^ in the buckled state for F > Fc. We thus conclude that thermal
fluctuations lead to a stretching of buckled filaments, whereas they compress unbuckled
ones. This imphes that two curves for the mean projected length (L||) as a function of
force, which are taken at different temperatures t, should intersect in the vicinity of the
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buckling force. This characteristic behavior is clearly confirmed in Figs. 6a, where the
full analytical result (49) is shown at different temperatures.
A characteristic feature of the buckling instability at zero temperature is the cusp in
the relation between projected and contour length at the critical contour length L^^o, see
Fig. 5. For L < Left in the unbuckled state, the projected length is given by L|| = L and
grows with the contour length. The projected length becomes maximal at the critical
length L = Left, where the filament buckles. If the filament grows further after buckling,
L > Lcfi, the projected length decreases and L|| < Lcfi. In the presence of thermal
fluctuations, the cusp becomes modified, and we obtain the reduced mean projected
length 1 — (L||)/Lc,o as a function of the reduced contour length L by applying the
relations F = L? and

1-V^

=

Left

\

1 - ^
L

L+(l-L)

(52)

to our previous result (49). This gives
(U)

_

t

^ f a \ ?i/2

L , O - ^ - ^ - 4 I - ^ ^ I ^ J 1 F L ^ ? + ^']

'''^

with

a

i31/2

;1/2L

Li-L'

.

(54)

The solid curves in Fig. 6b represent the expression 1 — {L\\)/Lcfi as a function of L
according to eq. (53). Thermal fluctuations lead to a rounding of the zero temperature
cusp to a pronounced minimum and to a shift of the location L^ of this minimum.
Because thermal fluctuations lead to a stretching of buckled filaments, whereas they
compress unbuckled filaments, curves for different temperatures t intersect in Fig. 6b,
In principle, the contour length Lm, where the mean projected length (L||) is maximal,
could be determined experimentally by observing filaments growing against an obstacle
asinRef. [23].
In order to check our analytical predictions, we perform Monte Carlo simulations
of buckling filaments in two dimensions in the presence of thermal fluctuations. We
simulate a discretized version of the Hamiltonian (20) and employ clamped boundary
conditions. In order to equilibrate the filament, we use two kinds of Monte Carlo (MC)
moves: (i) a local move in real space, which changes the angles of two neighboring
segments in opposite directions and thus induces a displacement of the point connecting
both segments in the direction perpendicular to the local filament orientation; (ii) a
coUective move in Fourier space, which changes the amphtude ^„ of Fourier mode n by
a random amount. For the simulation results shown in Figs. 6, we used a discretization
into A^ = 200 segments and performed 8 x 10^ MC sweeps alternating local moves and
moves in Fourier space.
The simulation results for the reduced projected length (L||)/L as a function of the
reduced force F in Fig. 6a are in good agreement with our analytical result (49).
Deviations become appreciable for the largest values of the reduced temperature t -2^
10^^ for which we performed simulations. For these values it becomes necessary to
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o.s

t:^
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(a)
0.6

L/L c,0

F/Fc,o

FIGURE 6. Monte Carlo simulation data for the reduced and shifted projected length 1 — (Ln }/Lc,o as
a function of (a) the reduced force F/Fcfl and (b) the reduced contour length L/Lcfl. The two ends of the
filament are clamped using the model (20) for reduced persistence lengths Lp/L = 100 (red, o), 10 (green,
A), 2 (light blue, V), and 1 (blue, D) corresponding to reduced temperatures t -^ 10^^,10^^,5 x 10^^,
and 10^' with t as defined in (37). The soUd Unes show the analytic residts (49) and (53). The analytical
zero temperature solutions from Figs. 4 and 5 are shown as a dashed line.

include higher order terms in the expansion in t underlying the analytical result (49). In
particular, also the MC simulations confirm that curves for the mean projected length
(L||) as a function of force, taken at different temperatures t, intersect in the vicinity of
the buckling force. Also the MC results for the reduced projected length (L||)/Lc,o as
a function of the reduced contour length L in Fig. 6b are in good agreement with the
analytical result (53). The existence of a cusp rounded by thermal fluctuations close to
the critical length L^ is clearly confirmed.
In conclusion, we presented in this section a systematic study of the buckling instabihty in the presence of thermal fluctuations in two spatial dimensions. By integrating
over all short wavelength modes we derived an effective theory governing the buckling
instabihty of the Fourier mode with the longest wavelength given by the filament length.
We find that thermal fluctuations increase the critical force for buckling in two spatial
dimensions. The increase in the critical buckling force is closely related to our main
result that curves for the mean projected length (L||) measuring the end-to-end extension of the filament as a function of the applied compressive force, which are taken at
different temperatures, intersect in the vicinity of the buckling force. This leads to the
conclusion that, in two spatial dimensions, thermal fluctuations lead to a stretching of
buckled filaments, whereas they compress unbuckled filaments. Before buckling a filament is governed by entropy and an increasing temperature leads to a shortening of
the filament in order to maximize its configurational entropy, similar to the well-known
elastic behavior of a flexible polymer, which gives rise to classical rubber elasticity [51].
A buckled filament, on the other hand, is governed by its bending energy and for increasing temperature also the bending energy decreases in favor of the entropy, which
gives rise to the observed effect of stretching by thermal fluctuations.
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FIGURE 7. Force-induced desorption (a) and unzipping (b) of semiflexible polymers; fi is the desorbing or unzipping force and h the height or separation of the end points.

ADSORPTION AND DESORPTION
In this section we want to consider the problem of peeling a single adhesive semiflexible polymer or filament from a surface, which is closely related to the problem
of separating two adhesive filaments [52]. Over the past decade, experimental force
spectroscopy techniques such as atomic force microscopy (AFM), optical or magnetic
tweezers have been developed, which allow to perform manipulation experiments on
individual polymers with spatial resolution in the nanometer range and force resolution in the piconewton range, for example, the mechanical unfolding of single proteins
[53], the stretching of single DNA [54, 55]. Particularly suited for such single polymer manipulation experiments are semiflexible polymers with a high molecular weight
per monomer and a large diameter. The quantitative analysis of force spectroscopy on
semiflexible polymers requires theoretical models that take into account the combined
effects of external force, temperature, and polymer bending energy. In this section we
discuss results from theory and simulation for the force-induced desorption of semiflexible polymers. We wiU first discuss force-induced desorption at zero temperature, which
is a variational or mechanical problem. Then we point out corrections from thermal
fluctuations. Force-induced desorption experiments with single semiflexible polymers
have been reahzed experimentally by attaching adsorbed polyelectrolytes to an AFM tip
[56, 57, 58, 26, 59, 60]. The most recent experiments [26, 59, 60] give access to the
single polymer force-distance curve. Force-induced desorption is assisted by thermal
fluctuations and, thus, also gives additional insight into the fundamental problem of the
adsorption transition of semiflexible polymers, which has been studied intensively both
analytically [61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70] and by simulations [71, 72].

Force-induced desorption at zero temperature
In the absence of thermal fluctuations {T = 0), a semiflexible polymer is only governed by its bending energy, and we recover a classical mechanics problem similar
to fracture. At T = 0, polymer excursions paraUel to the adhesive surface are suppressed, and the configuration of a polymer segment of contour length L can be pa-
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rameterized by tangent angles <j) [s) with respect to the adhesive surface, where s is the
arc length (0 < i < L), see Fig. 7. The bending energy is given by the Hamiltonian
E{, = {K/2) /Q ds{ds(p)^, which is the same representation as in eq. (20). The adsorption
energy is
Ea= [ ^dsV{z{s)),

(55)

where z{s) is the distance of polymer segments from the adsorbing surface at z = 0 and
y(z) is a generic square well adhesion potential of small range i with V{z) =W <0
for z < ^, V(z) = 0 for z > i, and y(z) = °° for z < 0 due to the hard wall. For van der
Waals forces or screened electrostatic interactions the potential range i is comparable
to the polymer thickness or the Debye-Huckel screening length, respectively. For the
discussion at T = 0, we consider a contact potential, i.e., the limit of small i. In the
absence of a desorbing force the polymer hes flat on the adhesive surface [(j>{s) =
0 for all s] gaining an energy — |W|L. The semiflexible polymer is peeled from the
adhesive surface by a localized desorbing force f^ that is applied in z-direction at the end
point s = 0. Under the influence of the force, a polymer segment 0 < i < L^ desorbs,
which costs a potential energy |W|Lrf. In order to map out the energy landscape of
the desorption process, we consider a constrained equilibrium and minimize the sum
of bending and potential energy of the polymer, E = \W\{Ld — Lc) + Eh, under the
constraint of a fixed height h= JQ'' ds sin (p{s) of the polymer end at i = 0. Minimizing
with respect to L^ gives the transversality condition ds(j>{Ld) = —{2\W\/Ky^^ = l/Rco
which determines the contact curvature radius Rco [73]; the boundary conditions are
^(Lrf) = 0 and ds(j>{0) = 0 corresponding to a free tangent. Solving the shape equation
in the presence of the height constraint, we find the scaling form AE{h) =E{h)— E{0) =
{K\W\)^^^ ^E {h/Rco) for the total energy with the two limits
. .

r 2V43-l/2/jl/2^1/4|W|3/4

iorh^Rco

^ '

\ \W\[h + 4{V2-l)Rco]

forhy^Rco

....

'

^ '

For the desorbed polymer length we obtain the scaling result Ld{h) = Rco-^hih/Rco)
with the limits
^

\ h + 2{V2-l)Rco

forhy^Rco

(57)

The results (56) and (57) can be corroborated by a scaling argument starting from the
estimate AE{h,Ld) '-^ Kh^/L\ + \W\Ld of the energy cost to desorb a segment of length
Ld. For h <C Rco, energy minimization with respect to the desorbed length L^ gives
Ld ^ h^l-^K^I'^\W\^^l'^ and an energy cost °^ h^^^ as in (56). For h > Rco essentially the
whole desorbed length L^ is hfted straight and perpendicular to the substrate except for a
curved segment of length ^^ Rco around the contact point, which leads to L^ «/j + ff{Rco)
and an energy cost «= /j as in (56).
Including the energy gain for a constant desorbing force fd, we obtain the energy
landscape AG{h) = AE{h) — fdh at T = 0 as a function the height h, see Fig. 8b. The
equilibrium height minimizes AG{h), and we find a first order desorption transition from
h = 0 to infinite h above the critical force fd^c = \W\. For all force values fd > \W\,
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FIGURE 8. (a) Phase diagrams in the plane of the desorbing force /^ and temperature T from Monte
Carlo simidations of a discretized semiflexible chain (with segments of length M) and bending rigidities
K = 10 (triangles) and K = 5 (squares), adsorption potential range ^ = 0.1, and contour length Lc = 100
(lengths I and Lc in units of A.s, temperature T in units of the adhesion energy |W|A.s, desorbing force
fi in units of \W\, and bending rigidities K in units of |W|A.s^). Lines are guides to the eye. The inset
shows the reentrance region at low temperatures. (b),(c) Free energy landscapes AG(/!) as a function of
the height /j for K = 10 and forces and temperatures as indicated by diamonds in the phase diagram b. (b)
at r = 0 according to the analytical residt, see eq. (56). (c) for /^ = 0.5 from Monte Carlo simulations in
agreement with eqs. (60) and (61). In the desorbed phase Mj{h) exhibits an energy barrier.

there remains a local minimum at /j = 0 corresponding to the firmly adsorbed state,
which is separated by an energy barrier AG}, from the desorbed equilibrium state. The
energy barrier is given by AG^ « 2^/^K:^/^|Wp''^/3/rf for all fd > \W\, i.e., it decays
as l/fd and scales with K:^/^ and, hence, is a consequence of the bending rigidity of
the polymer. The scaling behavior of AGb also follows from equating the energy cost
AE{h) 'X h^l-^K^I'^\W\^l'^ and the gain f^h. Due to the energy barrier, force-induced
desorption requires thermal activation or an /j-dependent force fd{h) = di,AE{h), which
diverges as h^^^^ for small h.

Force-induced desorption in the presence of thermal fluctuations
In the absence of a desorbing force (fd = 0), a semiflexible polymer can undergo
thermal desorption [69, 70]. In order to discuss the influence of thermal fluctuations
onto the force-induced desorption we first give some basic results on the thermal desorption transition in the absence of an additional force. Using a model connecting length
scales below and above the persistence length Lp. At the desorption transition, the correlation length <^|| diverges. For <^|| < Lp, we apply results for a weakly bent semiflexible
polymer [69], whereas we use standard results for the adsorption of flexible Gaussian
polymers in combination with an effective adsorption potential for <^|| > Lp. In the latter
flexible regime, desorbed segments of typical length <^|| decay into uncorrelated persistent Kuhn segments of length ^^ Lp. The strength of the effective renormalized adsorption potential for these Kuhn segments is given by the free energy of adsorption /W,SF
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of a semiflexible segment. This construction connects the semiflexible and the flexible
regime. Using this approach we find the for critical potential strength for desorption,
Wc « -^{T/l^l^Ly^l
+ ^ ^ ( ^ / L p ) 2 / 3 ] , and a free energy of adsorption
If 1 ^ / 3 ( W - W c ) % / 2 r

iov\W-Wc\^T/Lp

which is related to the correlation length by \fw\ = T/^\\. The first line in (58) is the
free energy of adsorption in the flexible regime; the second line is the free energy of
adsorption in the semiflexible regime, which holds for |/w | ?S^ T/Lp or outside a window
of adhesion strengths of width T/Lp around the critical value Wc.
In the presence of thermal fluctuations the free energy of adsorption fw replaces
the bare potential strength W and the free energy per length g{fd) of a thermally
fluctuating, stretched semiflexible polymer replaces the force —fd. For small stretching forces fd <C T/Lp, the polymer is effectively flexible and entropic elasticity gives
gifd) « -fdLp/6T, whereas for strong stretching fd > T/Lp, we have g{fd) « -fd +
[ITfd/LpYl-^, where the square root contribution is typical for semiflexible behavior
[74, 41]. The polymer desorbs if the stretching free energy g{fd) compensates for the
free energy cost of desorption, i.e., for \g{fd)\ > \fw\- This gives a first order forceinduced desorption transition (similar to DNA unzipping [75, 76], where the single
strands are flexible polymers), at a critical force
. ^ i i(^T\fw\/Lpy/2
^'''
1 |/w| + (2r|/w|/Lp)i/2

ior\fw\<^2T/Lp
for|/w|»2r/Lp

^^^'

and, thus, the phase boundary of the adsorbed phase in the /d-|W| or fd-T plane.
The line of first order force-induced desorption transitions ends in the critical point
of thermal desorption at zero force. The results for the phase diagram were confirmed
by Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of a discretized semiflexible polymer, see Fig. 7a.
The discretized semiflexible chain consists of A^ = Lc/As beads with heights z; (i.e.,
h = ZN) and A^ — 1 connecting segments of length As with unit tangent vectors U using
the Hamiltonian M' = Eb + I ^ i AsV{zi) - fdh where E^ = {K/2)I^"/(t^+i
- ti)^/As
is the bending energy. The analytical result (59) correctly describes three main features
of the simulation results: (i) A characteristic square-root dependence fd^c '^ |/W,SF| ^''^ '~
|7 _ 7^|i/2 close to the thermal desorption transition typical for flexible behavior, (ii)
A broad linear regime fd^c ~ |/w| '~ | r — Td at lower temperatures, which is absent
for flexible polymers and due to the bending rigidity effects, (iii) At low temperatures
T < \W\f/^Ll^\ we find fd,c '- \W\ - T^^/yf/^K^^ + T\W\^I^/K^I^, which gives a
small reentrant region of the desorbed phase because thermal fluctuations weaken the
adhesion strength less than the pulling force. Such "cold desorption/unzipping" has been
reported previously for flexible polymers like DNA [76].
The energy landscape of the desorption process can be mapped by calculating the
constrained free energy AF (h) = —Tln[Z{h)/Z{0)] whereZ(/j) is the restricted partition
sum over all polymer configurations with a given height h of the end point. The transfer
matrix treatment of the weakly bent semiflexible polymer [69] gives the constrained free
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energy

for the semiflexible regime |/w| ?S^ T/Lp. This is the exact generalization of the T = 0
result (56) for small h to finite temperatures, where the free energy of adsorption of
a semiflexible polymer /^y replaces the bare contact potential W and a logarithmic
entropic repulsion from the hard wall occurs. For large h, the free energy cost (60) is
always exceeded by the linear energy gain —fdh, which suggests the absence of a phase
transition and a desorption instability even for small forces fd [68].
However, the weak bending approximation breaks down upon increasing h if typical
tangent angles h/Ld > 1 become large for h > Rco = {K/2\fw\y^^. Then the whole
desorbed tail of length Ld becomes hfted perpendicular to the substrate except for a
curved segment of length ^^ Rco, i.e., Ld^ h+ ff{Rco)- In this limit the full free energy
AG{h) = AF{h) — hfd in the presence of the desorbing force can be written as
AG{h)^h[\fw\+g{fd)]

+ cRco\fwl

(61)

where c is a numerical constant [c = 4(v^— 1) at T = 0, see (56)]. Equation (61) is
in accordance with our above free energy criterion \g{fd)\ = \fw\ for the desorption
transition.
Therefore, also for T > 0, the free energy landscape AG{h) = AF{h) — hfd, as given by
(60) for h < Rco and (61) for h > Rco, exhibits a barrier for fd > fd,c, which arises from
the bending rigidity although the microscopic adhesion potential is purely attractive.
In the MC simulation, AG{h) can be calculated from the logarithm of the end point
distribution function, which clearly confirms the existence of a barrier, see Fig. 7c. In the
semiflexible regime for |/w| ?S^ T/Lp, we find an energy
barrier AGfc~)ci/2|/^|3/2/j^
for all forces fd > fd^c ~ \fw\- The barrier scales with K^l-^ and decreases as l/fd
starting from AGb ^ {K\fw\Y^'^. The barrier is attained for a height h ^ AGb/fd, which
approaches h ^ Rco for /^ = l/iy]. In the semiflexible regime |/w| ?S^ T/Lp, we have
AGfc > T and Rco < Lp. Upon entering the flexible regime the barrier becomes smaller
than the thermal energy T and can thus be overcome quasi-spontaneously by thermal
activation; the contact radius becomes larger than the Kuhn segment length Lp.
The existence of a barrier in the semiflexible regime has important consequences for
single polymer desorption experiments. In equilibrium, the necessary desorption force
fd{h) = df^AF{h) 'X /j"V2 diverges for small h, before a plateau of constant separation
force fd = fd,c ~ \fw I is reached at large h. If the desorption experiment is performed
out of equilibrium at constant desorption force larger than the threshold force, fd > fd,c,
the energy barrier AG^ has to be overcome by thermal activation with an Arrhenius-type
desorption rate which has a strong influence on the kinetics of initial desorption [52].
In summary, we presented the phase diagram for force-induced desorption of semiflexible polymers and derived the existence of a characteristic energy barrier which is a
consequence of the bending rigidity and absent for flexible polymers. Both results are
confirmed by Monte Carlo simulations. The energy barrier gives rise to activated desorption kinetics and leads to an enhanced dynamic stability of the bound state of stiff
adhesive polymers or fibers under force. This effect plays a role for biological poly-
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mers under force, e.g., in DNA, protein, or filament unzipping and desorption as well
as for numerous materials science apphcations ranging from the delamination of thin
sheets to the peeling of adhesive hairs. The results can also shed new fight on the zipping or adsorption dynamics of semiflexible filaments, which plays an important role in
cytoskeletal networks [77].

SEMIFLEXIBLE POLYMERS ON STRUCTURED SUBSTRATES
Many apphcations in (bio-)nanotechnology, such as the consfi^uction of electric devices
or sensors containing nanotubes, require immobifization, controlled shape manipulation,
and positioning of semiflexible polymers. Adsorption on subsfi^ates is the simplest technique to immobihze single polymers and a first step towards further manipulation and
visuafization of structure details using, e.g. modem scanning probe techniques [24, 25].
Such scanning force techniques can be used to apply localized point forces to a polymer
adsorbed on a subsfi^ate and force a lateral movement [31,5]. Polymers that are sfi^ongly
adsorbed onto crystalline subsfi^ates such as graphite or mica experience a spatially modulated adsorption potential reflecting the underlying crystal lattice sfi^ucture and giving
rise to preferred orientations of the adsorbed polymer. For such systems, the dynamics
of the adsorbed polymer is governed by thermal activation over the potential barriers of
the surface potential.
The thermally activated motion over a translationally invariant potential barrier has
been studied in Refs. [78, 79, 80] for homogeneous and point driving forces. At low
forces the activated dynamics is governed by the nucleation of localized kink-like excitations as shown in Fig. 9. The activated dynamics of semiflexible polymers is different
from that of flexible polymers as kink properties are not governed by entropic elasticity of the polymer chain but rather by the bending energy of the semiflexible polymer.
In principle, this aUows to extract material parameters such as the persistence length
or the height of subsfi^ate energy barriers from kink properties. The barrier crossing of
the polymer requires kink nucleation, diffusion and recombination and time scales for
barrier crossing and the mean velocity of the semiflexible polymer can be linked to the
dynamic properties of kink excitations.
In this review we want to focus on another important aspect of structured adsorbing
surfaces, which is the control of the shape of an adsorbed semiflexible polymer. The controUed adsorption of single carbon nanotubes at predefined positions, e.g. at elecfi^odes,
has been achieved by using chemically structured subsfi^ates [81, 82, 83]. The substrate
patterns used in these experiments are composed of domains of arbifi^ary shape, which
are characterized by a greater binding affinity compared to the surrounding subsfi^ate.
Theoretically, this effect can be described by a lateraUy modulated adhesion potential,
where, the polymer gains a constant adsorption energy W <0 per unit length.
We will explore the possibifity to gain such shape control for semiflexible polymer
rings using simple sfi^iped surface sfi^uctures. Examples of circular semiflexible polymers
are provided by carbon nanotubes [84, 85], DNA minicircles [86], filamentous actin
[87], and amyloid fibrils [88]. The substrate patterns studied in the foUowing correspond
to a single chemically sfi^iped domain, see Fig. 10a, and to a single topographical surface
channel, see Fig. 10b. It turns out, that a shaUow topographical step of a certain width
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FIGURE 9. Typical conformation of a semiflexible polymer (thick line) with a kink-antikink pair in the
xz-plane and in a translationally invariant double-well potential V, which depends on the coordinate z, is
independent of the coordinate x, and has minima at z = ±a.

FIGURE 10. Adsorbed circidar polymer on a striped surface containing (a) a chemically structured
surface domain of width a^g and (b) two topographical surface steps forming a channel of width ast.

has an effect very similar to a thin adhesive stripe, because the polymer is attracted
to the surface steps. Such topographical surface steps have been employed in recent
manipulation experiments on semiflexible polymer rings [89].
In the following, we will focus on the limit of persistence lengths much larger than
the stripe width, where thermal fluctuations can be neglected. We find that the competition between the bending rigidity of the circular semiflexible polymer and its attraction to the striped domain allows a controlled switching between four distinct stable
morphologies, see Fig. 11: Apart from a weakly bound almost circular shape (I) and a
strongly bound confined shape (IIQ), bulged intermediate shapes (IIi, II2) become stable
for large contour lengths. Our results are summarized in the full morphological diagrams
for semiflexible ring shapes depending on the size of the ring compared to the size of
the structure as weU as the material parameters, namely, the bending rigidity K and the
adhesion energy gain W. This analysis can be used to (i) control the ring shape and (ii)
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(a)

(b)

L
I

0

FIGURE 11. Top views of the four types of stable morphologies of a ring polymer adhering to a surface
with a chemical domain (a) or topographical stripe (b) as obtained by energy minimization for contour
lengths L/ast = 20.

analyze material properties of the substrate or the semiflexible polymer ring experimentally. Flexible polymer rings, on the other hand, exhibit random coil configurations and
such morphological transitions are absent.
We will first discuss topographical surface channels. We consider a planar substrate
in the xy-plane that contains two parallel topographical surface steps at x = ±ast/2
forming an infinitely long surface channel of width Ust- A semiflexible polymer ring,
characterized by the bending rigidity K and the fixed contour length L, gains an overall
adsorption energy Wst < 0 per polymer length by adsorbing to the substrate surface. At
the edges of the surface channel the adsorption energy is doubled, since the semiflexible
polymer can bind to two adjacent surfaces at the same time. We wiU refer to this extra
energy contribution as the adsorption energy and omit the constant energy offset. The
resulting effective lateral adsorption potential can be described by
V,t{x)

foT\x±a,t/2\<i/2,
otherwise.

(62)

where £ denotes the adhesive range of the steps, which is of the order of the polymer
diameter and assumed to be small compared to the channel width, ^ <C ««. Furthermore,
we neglect small energy corrections arising where the polymer crosses the surface steps,
and kink configurations, similar to the one displayed in Fig. 9, will occur. The resulting
confined shapes are therefore not a consequence of pure geometric constraints, but of
the adsorption energy gain induced by the surface steps.
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The bending energy of the polymer in the two-dimensional substrate plane is given
by Ej, = {K/2) JQ ds{ds(p{s))^, where K is the bending rigidity, and the contour is parameterized by the arc length s (0 < s <L) using the tangent angles (j>{s), see (20). The
adhered length L^ is given by the polymer length on the edges at x = ±ast/2, and the
adhesion energy is E^d = —\Wst\Lst. The polymer configuration is determined by minimizing the total energy £tot = Ead + Eh under the constraints imposed by ring closure,
i.e., jQds{cos(p{s),sm(p{s)) = (0,0). This yields a shape equation for (p{s) and an implicit equation for the Lagrange multipher. Solving these equations, the polymer shape
and the resulting energies can be calculated analytically. Instead of an analytical solution
to the variational problem we want to focus here on results from the numerical minimization of the total energy £tot = Ead + Eh using the dynamical discretization algorithm of
the SURFACE EVOLVER 2.14 [90]. The contour of the polymer is discretized and represented by a set of vertices and directed edges, which connect neighboring vertices.
The contour length of a shape segment is identified with the sum over the length of the
corresponding edges and a discretized version of the bending energy is assigned to each
vertex. The basic operations are the refinement of the discretization and energy minimization by a conjugate gradient algorithm. In order to determine all metastable states
of the total energy Etot = Eh + Ead, we minimize the constrained energy, where we fix
the adhered length Lst and, thus, the adhesion energy. In the presence of an additional
constraint some metastable configurations can be stabilized.
Analyzing the total energy, one finds that two control parameters, which are combinations of the four parameters L, K, Ugt and Wgt, are sufficient to characterize the system.
In the following we measure lengths in units of the channel width and energies in units
of the typical bending energy,
L = L/ast and E = East/K,

(63)

which leads to a reduced adhesion strength
\wst\ = \Wst\al/K or |wrt| = \Wst\LyK= \wstp.

(64)

The reduced parameters w^ and L are advantageous in discussing the control of shapes
as a function of the contour length L, which changes the parameter L only. If the channel
width Ust is varied, the reduced parameters Wst and L are better suited because the channel
width Ust then only changes the parameter L at constant WstThe numerical minimization gives the following results for the topographical channel.
For small \Lst\, the ring will attach only to one step edge and adopt the rather round
toroidal configuration 1, see Fig. 10. For Lst ^ L/2, conformations, where the ring
binds to both step edges, will become relevant. These shapes may be classified by the
number of bulges or segments outside the channel and are referred to as llo. Hi, and
II2, accordingly, see Fig. 10. The energy landscape Etot{Lst) exhibits up to four local
minima, representing the four different (meta-)stable ring morphologies 1, llo. Hi, and
II2. The round configuration 1 is the state of minimal energy for small \wst\, whereas
the adhesion energy gain dominates for large \wst\, and the elongated shape llo becomes
the only stable conformation. The morphological transition between these two shapes is
discontinuous with a jump in the adhered length L^. In the vicinity of this transition also
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FIGURE 12. Morphology diagram for a ring polymer of length L adhering to the topographical surface
channel of width a^ as a function of (a) L/ast and Iwal = \Wst\a^stl^ and (b) L/ast and Iwal = \Wst\L'^ /K.
If the topographical structure is replaced by a chemical domain of width a^o and adhesion strength | W^o |,
the system is characterized by (c) L/a^g and \wig\ = \Wig\a^g/K or (d) L/a^g and \wig\ = \Wig\L^/K.
The parameter choice in (b) and (d) is advantageous if the structure width a^ and a^g is varied, while the
other system parameters are kept constant. Morphological transitions are obtained from numerical energy
minimization and are represented by stars, triangles, diamonds and dots.

the shapes II i and II2 can become stable or metas table, which develop from the elongated
shape IIo by the formation of one and two bulges, respectively. Shape I undergoes an
additional unbinding transition from a single surface step, which is also known for
vesicles adhering to a planar surface, where the interplay between adhesion and bending
energy leads to an unbinding transition, which is not driven by thermal fluctuations [73].
These results can be summarized in morphology diagrams Figs. 12a and 12b. They
show how the stabihty of the four shapes I, IIQ, HI and II2 and the unbound circle is
controlled by the parameters \wst \ and L (Fig. 12a) or \wst \ and L (Fig. 12b). Morphology
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boundaries from the numerical minimization procedure are denoted by stars, triangles,
dots and diamonds. The main feature of the morphology diagram is the discontinuous
transition between morphologies I and IIo (stars). This transition line terminates at L = TT
and I Wji I = 2 where it intersects the unbinding transition line (dots) because a short ring
can bind at most to one surface step. At the vertical transition line between configurations
IIo and II2 (diamonds), which occurs for large L, it becomes energetically favorable to
form bulges on top of the confined shape IIo.
Now we turn to the chemically striped domain of width ado, which is modeled by an
additional adhesion energy gain W^o < 0 per polymer length for |x| < a^oj'^, which leads
to a generic square well adsorption potential with
T. 1^

jWdo
1^0

ior\x\< ado/2,
for \x\> ado/2.

The adhered length Ldo is given by the polymer length within the stripe |x| < ado/2, and
the adhesion energy is Ead = -\Wdo\LdoPerforming a numerical energy minimization we find the same four types of morphologies I, IIo, III, and II2 as for the topographical surface channel, see Fig. 10(b).
Remarkably, we find that ring shapes minimizing the bending energy are almost identical as compared to a topographical surface channel of the same width ast = ado, see Fig.
10. In contrast to the channel, the stripe domain is also adhesive between its boundaries
for |x| < ado/2 such that the same ring shape has a larger adhered length. This turns out
to be the major difference between both types of stripes and leads only to approximately
constant shifts in the adhered lengths.
Therefore the corresponding morphology diagrams Figs. 12c and 12d of the chemically structured surface domain look very similar to the morphology diagrams for the
topographical stripes. In particular, the discontinuous transition between shapes I and
IIo (stars) and the appearance of stable bulged states along the vertical line between configurations IIo and II2 (diamonds) are very similar. However, the unbinding transition
of shape I is absent for the chemical stripe domain: It is always energetically favorable
for the ring to adhere to the striped domain. Furthermore, the two phase diagrams differ
in the behavior of small rings. Small rings can fully bind to the chemical stripe without
deformation and shapes I and IIo become equivalent, which leads to the re-entrance of
shape IIo close to L/ado = T^In summary, the morphology diagrams in Figs. 12 give a complete classification of the
morphologies of an adsorbed semiflexible polymer on a substrate containing an adhesive
stripe domain, which can be either topographically or chemically structured. Applied to
experiments such morphology diagrams allow a control of the shape of the adsorbed
ring. Both types of structures lead to very similar behavior with a discontinuous morphological transition between the two dominant shapes I and IIo and with intermediate
bulged shapes IIi and II2 for large contour lengths.
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CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this review we presented several examples of non-trivial equilibrium or zero temperature shapes of semiflexible polymers and on thermal fluctuations of these shapes.
The examples - buckling, force-induced desorption, and shapes of adsorbed polymers
on structured substrates - are motivated by single polymer manipulation experiments.
At zero temperature the shapes can be calculated by minimizing the bending energy
using variational methods, which leads to shapes composed of segments of different Euler Elastica. Thermal fluctuations are also governed by bending energy and display a
distinct behavior different from flexible polymers.
In biological systems, filaments are not only subject to thermal forces. They are also
constantly rearranged and reorganized by smaU forces generated by motor proteins
or polymerization forces [12]. Both of these forces are generated by the hydrolysis
of adenine triphosphate (ATP). This "active" filament dynamics gives rise to more
complex non-equilibrium phenomena. One important example relevant to the buckling
instabihty discussed in section is the buckling of a single polymerizing filament [23].
In systems containing many filaments and molecular motors active filament dynamics
can lead to much more complex phenomena such as the formation of various filament
patterns [91, 92, 93, 94, 95]. Issues related to filament pattern formation in in vitro
systems, filament organization in the cytoskeleton, or force generation in the cell are
subject of current research. Also in these active systems the shapes of filaments and
their corresponding bending energies will play an important role.
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